Textile Options
Velvets

AUBERGINE

CANNON GREY

SNOW

TURMERIC

DARK GREY

HARBOR

LAPIS

MOSS

ROSEWATER

SILVER SAGE

Linens

NATURAL

GLACIER

WHITE

Performance Fabrics

CELESTE*

ECRU

PEBBLE GREY

NOTES: Visit our website or price list for COM yardage requirements for various items. Please know that this fabric summary is for
guidance only, and should not be used for ordering or precise colour matches. Fabric swatches are available upon request to authorized dealers.

*Sunbrella® fabrics

mrbrownlondon.com

Fabric Care Guide
VELVET CARE  Mr Brown designs upholstered in velvet are beautiful, luxurious and long lasting. No wonder:
Velvet is the textile of kings, nobles and interior designers.
• 	Most velvets are treated with a crush-resistant and stain-repellant finish. Occasional vacuuming
keeps the velvet fibers free of dust and debris.
• 	Most stains can be blotted or wiped away with a damp cloth or paper towel. Spot cleaning is
recommended for dried stains. Test an inconspicuous area first. Using a gentle soap and water or
a commercial dry cleaning product, start from the outside of the stain, working your way to the
middle. Once dry, brush in the direction of the pile with soft dry brush to restore the loft. Repeat
process if necessary.
• 	Antiquing or light bruising is natural to velvet. To improve marks, light steaming or gentle
brushing in the direction of the pile is recommended. Know that some marks may never
disappear. This is a coveted attribute, not a defect. Like leather, velvet becomes more luxurious
over time.
LINEN CARE  Linen is one of the world’s oldest textiles, renowned for its strength and beauty. Used as
a form of currency in ancient Egypt, today linen is a favourite choice for upholstered furniture amongst
interior designers.
• Occasional vacuuming keeps the linen fibers free of dust and debris.
• 	Most stains can be blotted or wiped away with a damp cloth or paper towel. Spot cleaning is
recommended for dried stains. Test an inconspicuous area first. Using a gentle soap and water
or Carbona, start from the outside of the stain, working your way to the middle. Air dry. Repeat
process if necessary.
• Mr Brown linens are preshrunk for precision tailoring. As a result, never apply heat.
PERFORMANCE FABRIC CARE  Mr Brown’s growing selection of indoor/outdoor performance fabrics from
partners like Sunbrella are engineered to endure and resist staining.
• Always brush off loose dirt, and wipe up spills or clean stains soon after they occur.
• 	Spray on a cleaning solution of water and mild soap. Use a soft bristle brush to clean. Avoid
scrubbing. Allow the solution to soak into the fabric. Rinse thoroughly until all soap residue is
removed. Air dry.
• See Sunbrella for detailed cleaning and care instructions.
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